For G. petersii, who were to be tested further for feature extraction, we changed the two objects, Sϩ and SϪ, of the Y maze but kept the base tube object the same as in the previous experiment. The transposition appeared to be more difficult; several sessions (each of 69-142 trials per fish) proved necessary for successful performance (minimum 84% correct choices among the last 50 trials). Nevertheless, the result was finally confirmed upon double-blind testing. By setting an Sϩ different from the base shape, we had compelled G. petersii fish to modify their strategy. For instance "swim only in tubes with base configuration" was no longer valid for them. In contrast, simultaneous changes in all crurus. This suggests that the latter was maintaining its choice. Perhaps as a consequence of the preceding A possible artifact was the presence of extraneous ditransposition task (Experiment B), the recognition was rect currents (DC) in the water as a result of junction immediate for all three subjects, with 22/28, 12/14, and potentials, so that the fish might have detected the elec-13/14 correct choices in double-blind trials. To achieve trical properties of a configuration through passive elecsuch a performance, the fishes must have used some troreception [2] . Therefore, in the above experiment, the spatial referent, such as an internal representation of fish might have recognized the objects from electrical verticality, or an external structure, such as the tank or cues that were not evoked by its own discharge. To water level, against which they could match the direction ensure that performance was achieved through use of of the electrical source-sink couples. the fish's electrical emission, we placed a 0.1 F capacitor serially in each connection; this capacitor would allow most alternating current (AC) components from Conclusions the fish's discharge to pass but filter out exogenous DC. 
